We study the problem of aggregating partial rankings. This problem is motivated by applications such as meta-searching and information retrieval, search engine spam fighting, e-commerce, learning from experts, analysis of population preference sampling, committee decision making and more. We improve recent constant factor approximation algorithms for aggregation of full rankings and generalize them to partial rankings. Our algorithms improve constant factor approximation with respect to a family of metrics recently proposed in the context of comparing partial rankings. We pay special attention to two important types of partial rankings: the well-known top-m lists and the more general p-ratings which we define. We provide first evidence for hardness of aggregating them for constant m, p.
Introduction
Rank aggregation (see [3, 7, 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and references therein) is the problem of finding a ranking (permutation) π of a ground set V of n elements combining information from a list π 1 , . . . , π k of input rankings (votes). This problem is motivated by many applications such as meta-searching and information retrieval, search engine spam fighting, e-commerce, learning from experts, analysis of population preference sampling, committee decision making and more. In addition to the practical motivation, there is a long history of theoretical interest in the mathematics arising from the problem (some classic milestones are [6, 8, 9, 21, 22] ). For a nice survey, refer to [20] .
Partial Rankings
In this work we consider rankings with ties, or, following more common terminology, partial rankings. 1 A partial ranking can be defined as a mapping π from V to any totally ordered universe U , which we call the rank universe. If π(u) = π(v) then we say that u, v are in a tie. The objective functions we define below will be independent of the actual choice of the rank universe. Our approach is comparison based (in contrast with score based which we do not consider here). Hence, a partial ranking is characterized by the matrix of comparisons between π(u) and π(v) for u, v ∈ V . Using pairwise information has many advantages in problems related to both ranking and clustering [2, 18, 19, 25, 27] .
Partial rankings arise in many natural situations, and are a natural enrichment of any comparison based system. As an example, Condorcet [9] considered election systems allowing voters to express full rankings of a set of candidates. By allowing ties, neutrality can be expressed with respect to pairs of candidates. Partial rankings are hence a natural extension of this classic theory.
In this work we extend work on rank aggregation to partial rankings. We motivate and pay particular attention to two restricted classes of partial rankings: top-m lists and p-ratings. The two classes arise ubiquitously in information retrieval systems and on the internet.
Top-m Rankings
One of the main drawbacks of considering full rankings is that expecting full ranking information of V from all voters can be too much to ask for [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In the search engine example, it is unlikely that a search engine would provide a ranking of the entire set V of all web pages matching a given query. Instead, only the first m n top-ranked pages are returned. If we denote the full ranking (implicitly) computed by the search engine by π : V → {1..n} (π(v) is the rank of v, smaller numbers meaning further "ahead" in the list), then the search engine returns only π −1 (1), . . . , π −1 (m) to the client. Lacking rank information among the elements π −1 (m + 1), . . . , π −1 (n), the next best option is to assume they belong to one big tie, which is itself ranked in a position m + 1. 2 
p-Ratings
Another important case of partial rankings are ratings. We define a p-rating to be a mapping from the ground set V to a rank universe U of size p for some fixed p (we may assume that U = {1, . . . , p}). Some good examples are: (i) Each hotel in a set V of hotels is rated as , , , , or by hotel critics (p = 5).
(ii) Financial experts advise to either sell, hold or buy each stock in some set V (p = 3). (iii) A company identifies its strengths and weaknesses in customer service by distributing questionnaires to its clients. The questionnaire is a table with rows (V ) corresponding to different customer service aspects, and columns (U ) correspond to an ordered range of p satisfaction levels. Each participating client marks an '×' in a single box in each row, corresponding to their opinion. 3 Two elements in V are tied by a client if they marked an '×' in the same column for the two elements. Thus, each client gives rise to a partial ranking. The company wants to sort the customer service aspects from strong to weak by aggregating the responses.
Note that top-m lists are a special case of (m + 1)-ratings, in which the preimage of all but the least preferred rank universe element are singletons.
The Problem
Partial rank aggregation is defined as the problem of aggregating a finite set of partial rankings over the same set V in a meaningful way. In this work the aggregated output σ is a full ranking of V . This choice (as opposed to outputting a partial ranking) allows expressing more information. Indeed, suppose V = {A, B, C}, and we wish to aggregate an input consisting of a list of ratings, where the rank universe is U = {good, bad} (with good < bad). There are two voters, where the first rates A, B as good and C as bad, and the second rates A as good and B, C as bad. We write π 1 = [AB, C] and π 2 = [A, BC] as shorthand for this voting outcome. Although individual votes allow ties, the overall information in the votes breaks all ties. Outputting [A, B, C] (i.e. a full ranking) captures all pairwise comparison information for this input. Degenerate cases in which A and B are tied in all input partial rankings will require special attention.
The objective cost function is based on a measure of distance d between partial rankings. Here we will mostly use the distance between full rankings (the output) and partial rankings (the input). Our distance measure generalizes the Kendall-τ measure [23] (originally defined as a metric on full rankings). The distance d(σ, π) between partial rankings σ, π is the number of distinct u, v ∈ V such that u is ranked strictly ahead of v in π and v is ranked strictly ahead of u in σ . Our goal is to minimize the sum of distances between the output and the individual partial rankings. This is the Kemeny approach to the aggregation problem and is considered to have many advantages [12, 13] .
Previous Work
Fagin, Kumar, Mahdian, Sivakumar and Vee [14] [15] [16] provide a comprehensive picture on how to compare partial rankings. There, different natural measures of distance between partial rankings are suggested. These measures extend the well known Kendall-τ and Spearman's footrule [11] metrics on full rankings. Their main contribution is in showing that all the extensions they study belong to a class D of metrics that are equivalent up to global constants, and hence by optimizing or approximating with respect to one we approximate with respect to all. The measure of distance d suggested in this work also appears in their study. However, it does not belong to class D. In fact, it is not a proper distance function, because d(σ, π) may be zero for two distinct σ, π . In spite of the apparent difficulty in using an improper distance function, our results imply approximation algorithms with respect to all metrics in class D as well (shown in Sect. 6). 4 This work combines algorithmic techniques from Ailon, Charikar and Newman's recent work on full rank aggregation (aggregation of full rankings) [4] with Fagin et al.'s aforementioned work. Our main results are two approximation algorithms for aggregating partial rankings. The first (Sect. 3) is new a 2-approximation, generalizing a well-known [3] 2-approximation for full rank aggregation. We then present a new 3/2-approximation algorithm in Sect. 4, generalizing a recent algorithm [3] for full rank aggregation to the problem of partial rank aggregation. In addition to showing the applicability of the previous algorithm to the domain of partial rankings, we improve it using a new technique of perturbing the variables of an optimal solution to an LP relaxation before rounding it. In Sect. 6 we show that our algorithms also imply constant factor approximation with respect to the class D of metrics discussed in [14, 15] . There a 3-approximation algorithm is suggested, but with respect to an objective function we do not use here.
Dwork et al. successfully experiment with several heuristics in [12, 13] , some based on Markov chains. They suggest a general scheme for aggregating partial rankings where a greedy post-processing step (called local Kemenization) is applied to the output of any algorithm. Local Kemenization is shown to have many nice properties, and it could easily be applied as a final step for our algorithms.
Finally (Sect. 5) we show that aggregation of partial rankings is in P when the rank universe U consists of 2 elements, but becomes NP-hard already when it consists of 3 elements (even for the special case of aggregation of top-2 lists). It was previously known that aggregation of partial rankings is NP-hard because rank aggregation is a special case (shown to be NP-Hard by Dwork et al. [13] ). Our result shows that the seemingly easier interesting cases of p-rating and top-m aggregation are already NPHard for extremely small rank universe (rank aggregation is not a special case of these problems). As far as we know, we are the first to define the problem of aggregating pratings (as a natural generalization of top-m lists) in the context of aggregating partial rankings and to provide evidence to both problems' hardness for constant m, p.
Definitions
We use [n] to denote the integer set {1, . . . , n} equipped with the induced integer total order. We assume V is some ground set of n elements. Let E denote the set 
Definition 1
A partial-ranking of V is a mapping π : V → U for some rank universe U equipped with a total order relation. For a partial ranking π , let π(V ) denote its image. Two partial-rankings π :
A full-ranking of V is a partial-ranking that is an injection. A strict partial-ranking is a partial-ranking that is not a full-ranking. A partial ranking π :
it is an (m + 1)-rating, and the preimages of all but the maximal element of U are singletons. The trivial partial-ranking 1 V is the constant mapping.
(The definition of a p-rating was inspired by an example suggested by Moses Charikar.) For the sake of computation, we can always assume
We now define a measure of distance between a full-ranking and a partial-ranking.
Definition 2
Given two partial-rankings σ and π of V , the generalized Kendall-τ distance d(σ, π) between the two is defined as the number of ordered pairs u, v ∈ V such that u < σ v and v < π u.
Note that we will only need the distance between a full-ranking σ (the output) and a partial-ranking π (the votes). The distance between any partial-ranking and 
where (π) is the set of all full rankings consistent with π (we will not use this fact here).
We are now ready to define the optimization problems considered in this work.
Definition 3 PARTRANKAGG is the problem of, given a list π 1 , . . . , π k of partialrankings of V (votes), outputting a full-ranking π minimizing cost(π) =
. RANKAGG is PARTRANKAGG with the restriction that the votes are full-rankings. pRATINGAGG is PARTRANKAGG with the restriction that the votes are p-ratings. TOPmAGG is PARTRANKAGG with the restriction that each vote π i is a top-m i -ranking for some m i ≤ m.
Given an input π 1 , . . . , π k to PARTRANKAGG and distinct u, v ∈ V , we say that
A 2-Approximation Algorithm for PARTRANKAGG
It is well known that RANKAGG admits a very simple randomized 2-approximation algorithm (called pick-a-perm in [3] ): simply output a choice of π 1 , . . . , π k uniformly at random. On expectation, such a choice has cost at most twice the optimal solution. One way of proving this is by arguing that d is a metric when restricted to the space of full-rankings. The 2-approximation argument easily follows from this fact. In our case, d is not a metric, and moreover, it is not clear how to turn some vote π i (which could be a strict partial-ranking) into a full-ranking.
To remedy these problems, we define a refinement operator between partial rankings (previously used in [14] ). 5 Definition 4 A refinement π * π of π by π is the unique (up to rank-equivalence) partial-ranking σ satisfying
The following facts are immediate to verify:
• The element 1 V is the identity with respect to * , • The refinement operator * is associative, and, • The refinement π * π can be computed in polynomial time.
Algorithm REPEATCHOICE (Fig. 1) repeatedly chooses a random vote π i (without repetitions) and refines the current partial-ranking π until (almost) all ties are broken. We say "almost" because this scheme cannot break a tie between distinct u, v if u ≡ v. These ties are broken arbitrarily as the final step of the algorithm (equivalently, the result is refined using an arbitrary full-ranking). If all of π 1 , . . . , π k are full-rankings (i.e. we are given input to RANKAGG), then REPEATCHOICE is, in fact, equivalent to algorithm pick-a-perm. It is also possible to view REPEATCHOICE as a radix sort with random order of the digits. 
A (3/2)-Approximation Algorithm for PARTRANKAGG
The 2-approximation algorithm described in Sect. 3 took advantage of the fact that any optimal solution had to pay the minimum of w uv and w vu for any pair u, v ∈ V . In this section we take advantage of additional structure arising from considering triplets u, v, y ∈ V . Fix three distinct elements u, v, y ∈ V . Clearly, w uv ≤ w uy + w yv , because any vote π i that ranked u strictly before v must have either ranked u strictly before y or y strictly before v. This inequality is known as the triangle inequality on the weights induced by π 1 , . . . , π k . In [3, 4] , a (4/3)-approximation algorithm is presented for RANKAGG. The (rather complicated) analysis relies heavily on the fact that the input is a list of full-rankings (and not just any partial-ranking). The algorithm there involves (1) solving an LP relaxation for RANKAGG and using a randomized variant of the Quicksort algorithm for rounding it, (2) running pick-a-perm, and (3) outputting the better of the two results. In this section we consider the same LP and present a more complicated rounding technique, called LPKWIKSORT h . This will result in the (3/2)-approximation algorithm for PARTRANKAGG. Our scheme does not involve taking the best of two algorithms, though it is quite possible that the best of LPKWIKSORT h and REPEATCHOICE gives a (4/3)-algorithm for PAR-TRANKAGG (we leave this as a question for future work). Our new rounding technique LPKWIKSORT h is, as far as we know, the first algorithm that beats the 2-approximation for RANKAGG by itself, without the need of running pick-a-perm and taking the best of the two. It is also the first algorithm that beats the 2-approximation for general minimum feedback arc-set in weighted tournaments with the triangle inequality [3] .
To describe our improved algorithm, we first define a piecewise-linear function h mapping the real interval [0, 1] onto itself. The function is defined as follows (see Sect. 7 for notes on the function):
Note that h is symmetric in the sense that for all
The function h will be used in a rounding algorithm of the following standard LP relaxation of PARTRANKAGG. The LP has a variable x uv for each ordered u = v:
Clearly, if we could enforce x uv ∈ {0, 1} for all u, v, we would have an exact IP for PARTRANKAGG. Hence the LP is a valid relaxation for PARTRANKAGG. Given an optimal fractional solution {x uv } u,v , we round it using LPKWIKSORT h (Fig. 2) , which returns a list of all elements in V in some order. We convert this list into a full-ranking (e.g. a mapping onto [n]) in the obvious way (the first maps to 1, the second to 2, and so on). The algorithm improves the LP rounding algorithm in [3] , by using h to bias probabilities of placing vertices on either side of the pivot vertex. If we used the rounding algorithm there without biasing first, our proof techniques would not give an approximation factor of better than 2 (see Sect. 7 and [3] ).
Fig. 2 Pseudocode for LPKWIKSORT h
Theorem 2 LPKWIKSORT h returns a full-ranking π with an expected cost of at most 3/2 times the optimal LP value (and hence also the optimal cost of PARTRANKAGG).
Note that this implies a bound of 3/2 on the LP integrality gap. The proof technique is very similar to [3, 4] . The main difficulty here is the use of the h-function and applicability to partial-rankings.
Proof The basic idea is to decompose the costs into so-called backward costs (corresponding to triplets in V ) and forward costs (corresponding to pairs in V ). For each t = {u, v, y} ∈ T , we define an event A t in the random space induced by the execution of LPKWIKSORT h . To define this event, we first notice that all elements of V are chosen as the pivot at some point in the recursive execution of LPKWIKSORT h . We say that A t occurred if when the first among u, v, y is chosen as pivot, the other two were input to the same recursive call. Note that conditioned on A t , all three among u, v, y are equally likely to be that pivot (because the pivot is chosen uniformly at random). Let p t denote Pr[A t ]. Assume A t occurs (and, say, v is the pivot). In that case, we will charge a backward cost to t corresponding to the random placement (i.e. L (left) or R (right)) of u, y. If u is placed in L and y in R, then the charge is w yu , and if y is placed in L and u in R then the charge is w uy (in all other cases, the charge is 0). It is immediate to verify that the total expected backward cost is B = t∈T
3 p t f (t), where for t = {u, v, y}, f (t) = h(x uv )h(x yu )w vy + h(x vu )h(x uy )w yv + h(x vy )h(x uv )w yu + h(x yv )h(x vu )w uy + h(x yu )h(x vy )w uv + h(x uy )h(x yv )w vu .
For e = {u, v} ∈ E, let C e denote the event that when the first among u, v was chosen as pivot, the other was input to the same recursive call. Let q e denote Pr[C e ]. Conditioned on C e , we assign a forward cost to e, defined as w vu if u is on the left of v and w uv otherwise. If C e doesn't occur, the corresponding forward cost is 0. The expected forward cost charged to e conditioned on C e is henceĉ(e) = h(x uv )w vu + h(x vu )w uv , and the total expected forward cost is F = e∈E q eĉ (e 
g(t) = (h(x uv )h(x yu ) + h(x vu )h(x uy ))c({vy}) + (h(x vy )h(x uv ) + h(x yv )h(x vu ))c({yu}) + (h(x yu )h(x vy ) + h(x uy )h(x yv ))c({uv}),
and F LP = e∈E q e c(e). We claim that e∈E c(e) = B LP + F LP . To see this, we need to verify that the sum of the coefficients of c(e) on the RHS is exactly 1 for all e ∈ E. Indeed, fix e = {u, v} ∈ E. The variable c(e) appears in B LP with total coefficient
v,y} (h(x uy )h(x yv ) + h(x yu )h(x uy )).
Each summand in the last expression is the probability of an event we denote by D {u,v},y defined as follows: at some point all of u, v, y are in the input to the same recursive call of LPKWIKSORT h , y is chosen as pivot and separates between u and v (the 1/3 comes from the fact that conditioned on one of u, v, y being chosen as pivot, the probability of the choice being y is 1/3). The coefficient in F LP is coeff F LP [c(e)] = q e = Pr[C e ]. The collection {D {u,v},y : y ∈ V \ {u, v}} ∪ {C e } is a disjoint cover of the probability space, because the order of u and v is determined exactly once in the execution of LPKWIKSORT h . Hence, the sum of their probabilities is 1. We want to show that (B + F )/(B LP + F LP ) ≤ 3/2 whenever B LP + F LP > 0 and that if B LP + F LP = 0 then B + F = 0. To do so, it suffices to show that (i) for all e ∈ E,ĉ(e)/c(e) ≤ 3/2 whenever c(e) > 0 andĉ(e) = 0 otherwise, and, (ii) for all t ∈ T , f (t)/g(t) ≤ 3/2 whenever g(t) > 0 and f (t) = 0 otherwise. Proof of (ii) is deferred to Lemma 1.
To prove (i), it suffices to show (slightly changing notation) that for all x, w 1 ,
whenever the denominator is positive, and that the numerator is 0 if the denominator is 0. Define a(x, w 1 , w 2 To simplify the proof, instead of working with the ratio f (t)/g(t), we can equivalently show that z(t) := f (t) − The other two vertices are a permutation (say, w = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1)) and a 2-tie vote (say, w = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). We therefore consider two functions, corresponding to the two substitutions for w. Substituting the two w's into z, the two corresponding functions r(x) and s(x) are
We may substitute 1 − x uv for x vu , 1 − x vy for x yv and 1 − x yu for x uy (from the LP constraints). Abusing notation, we keep using s, r to denote the functions after the substitution, and x ∈ R 3 to denote (x uv , x vy , x yu ). By the triangle inequality, we have 1 ≤ x uv + x vy + x yu ≤ 2. entries (i, j, k) = (1, 1, 1) and (i, j, k) = (3, 3, 3) do not appear as
The remainder of the proof is elementary case-by case analysis of the multinomials s and r on the 27 corresponding domains. In Tables 1 and 2 we present the functions s and r (respectively) after substitution on these domains. For ease of notation in the table, we use x 1 , x 2 and x 3 instead of x uv , x vy and x yu , respectively. To simplify the verification of the tables, note that the restriction of s and r to D i,j,k for all i, j, k is trilinear (linear in each of the three variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 when the other two are fixed). Therefore, Table 2 Analysis of r on 27 domains. The entries (i, j, k) = (1, 1, 1) and (i, j, k) = (3, 3, 3 
any face of the polytope D i,j,k parallel to an axis can be removed from consideration when studying the maxima of s, r on D i,j,k (because such faces are unions of axisparallel line segments on which s, r are linear; the endpoints of these line segments are contained in lower-dimensional faces). 6 It remains to consider only the 2, 1 and 0-dimensional faces of D i,j,k parallel to the hyperplanes defined by x 1 + x 2 + x 3 = 2 and x 1 + x 2 + x 3 = 1. Proof We show a reduction from minimum feedback arc-set in tournaments (MINFASTOUR), which was recently shown to NP-Hard by Noga Alon [5] (based on a derandomization of a reduction from [3] ). MINFASTOUR is the problem of, given a tournament T = (V , A), finding a ranking π of V minimizing the number of backward edges, namely cost T (π) = u< π v 1 (v,u) ∈A , where 1 P is 1 if predicate P is true and 0 otherwise. Given an instance T = (V , A) of MINFASTOUR, we define a corresponding instance of TOP2AGG. The votes π {u,v} : V → [3] are indexed using all n 2 unordered pairs {u, v}, where for each {u, v} and y = u, v:
2RATINGAGG is in P,
It is not hard to see that for this instance, any full-ranking π of V has cost
(The n − 2 term is from the contribution of π {v,y} for y = u, v.) Therefore, cost(π) and cost T (π) are linearly related. This completes the NP-Hardness reduction.
Applicability to Other Metrics on Partial-Rankings
As mentioned in the introduction, d belongs to a family of distance functions studied by Fagin et al. [15] . This family is parametrized by a real number 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Our distance function d is obtained by taking ρ = 0 and is not a proper distance function because the distance between two partial-rankings may be zero (in fact, even if one of the arguments is a full-ranking). 7 The distance d ρ (σ, π) between two partial-rankings σ, π is defined in [15] as d(σ, π) + ρd (σ, π), where d (σ, π) is the number of unordered pairs {u, v} such that either u = π v and u = σ v, or u = σ v and u = π v. The function d (σ, π) measures the difference between the two clusterings of V induced by the tie-relations in σ and π (in fact, it is exactly the consensus-clustering metric [18, 26, 27] ). It is shown in [15] that d 1/2 is a metric belonging to an important class D of many other equivalent metrics derived from both the Kendall-τ and the Spearman's footrule metrics on full-rankings. We will not go into the definitions of the metrics belonging to D studied in [15] .
If we used d 1/2 instead of d in the definition of our objective function, this would add a nonnegative constant depending on the input π 1 , . . . , π k (and not on the output). Indeed, since an output σ is a full-ranking, d (σ, π i ) is simply the number of pairs u, v that are tied in π i . Therefore, by Theorems 1 and 2, algorithms REPEATCHOICE and LPKWIKSORT h are respectively 2 and 3/2 factor approximation algorithms with respect to d 1/2 . By up-to-constant equivalence of all the metrics in D, this also implies constant-factor approximations with respect to them as well.
Partial-rankings can be thought of as partially revealed full-rankings. Assuming this interpretation, the metrics in class D can be thought of as methods for compensating for unrevealed information. We suggest the following alternative approach for compensating. For a partial-ranking π , let μ(π) count the number of pairs u, v that are not tied in π (for full-rankings, this is n 2 ). Intuitively, μ measures the amount of information revealed by π . For a full-ranking σ and partial-ranking π , defined(σ, π) as d(σ, π) n 2 /μ(π) (if μ(π) = 0 then also d(σ, π) = 0 and we defined(σ, π) = 0). Intuitively, this spreads the available distance information evenly across the missing information. In fact, for aggregation of 2-ratings, the measure 1 −d(σ, π)/ n 2 is known as the AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) of σ with respect to the 2-rating (equivalently, binary classification) π . We suggest usingd as an alternative to using d and to other distance measures that are used and studied in the literature. In fact, usingd is a special case of the following weighted version of PARTRANKAGG:
Definition 5 Weighted-PARTRANKAGG is the problem of, given a list π 1 , . . . , π k of partial-rankings of V (votes) and nonnegative weights w 1 , . . . , w k , outputting a full-ranking π minimizing cost(π) = Indeed, we can take w i = n 2 /μ(π). Algorithms REPEATCHOICE and LPKWIKSORT h generalize to the weighted version. To see this, notice that an integer weight of ω assigned to a voter can be simulated by considering ω unweighted copies of the voter. Also note that the hardness statement in Theorem 4 applies to the normalized version as well, because the hard instances in the proof assign uniform weights to the voters.
Concluding Remarks
1. Taking h(x) = x in LPKWIKSORT h renders it equivalent to the LP rounding algorithm used in [3] . The approximation factor obtained using our techniques would be at least 2 with this choice of h, as the following example shows. Indeed, take x uv = x vy = 1, x uy = 1 − ε, w uv = w vy = w uy = 1, w vu = w yv = w yu = 0, where ε > 0 is some small constant. It is immediate to verify that for the triangle t = {u, v, y} we get f (t) = 2ε and g(t) = ε, hence f (t)/g(t) = 2. This last example intuitively explains why we need a tweaking function h. 2. The choice of h is optimal in the sense that using any other h-function with the same rounding algorithm and the same analysis technique cannot result in a better than a 3/2 approximation (though different analysis might lead to a better result). x for x ≤ 1/2 and its symmetric completion for x > 1/2. Then h is a piecewise linear approximation ofĥ. Working withĥ seems more difficult for analysis though may prove to be good in practice. Note that in an earlier version [1] a different, slightly more complicated h was used, but it was subsequently discovered that the one used here suffices.
